A gene therapy treatment for rare SMA syndrome costs $2 million dollars. What happens if it doesn’t cure the disease?

Baby Ben Kutschke was diagnosed at three months with spinal muscular atrophy, a rare inherited disorder which is the leading genetic cause of death in infancy globally. It leaves children too weak to walk, talk, swallow or even breathe.

So when in 2021 his parents heard about Zolgensma – a one-time therapy costing millions of dollars that promises to replace genes needed for the body to control muscles – they had high hopes.

They were disappointed.

After treatment with the $2.25 million therapy at almost eight months old, Ben was able to hold his head up for a few seconds – a significant milestone, his mother Elizabeth Kutschke told Reuters. But he did not advance to rolling over or sitting up, and after a few weeks doctors recommended the family add another drug to help him.

If gene therapies do fall short, it becomes harder to justify prices that researchers have argued are already poor value.

“The perception that Zolgensma is going to be a complete cure … is not coming to fruition from the data we have seen over the last four years,” said Dr. Roger Hajjar, director of the Mass General Brigham Gene & Cell Therapy Institute.
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